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Duality for Linear Systems over Rings* 
G. NAUDE AND C. NOLTE 
National Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences of the CSIR, 
P.O. Box 395, Pretoria, South Africa 
Using categorical methods, a duality theory between reachability and obser- 
vability is developed for linear systems over arbitrary rings. In particular, it is 
shown that a duality correspondence exists for systems with finitely generated R- 
modules as input, state and output modules if and only if R is a quasi-Frobenius 
ring. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of linear systems defined over rings is an active research area 
and a review of some of the main results known for systems over 
commutative rings can be found in Sontag (1976a). In the non-commutative 
case only a few results are known (cf. Sontag (1976b)). 
In a recent paper (Arbib and Manes (1980)), the authors mention as an 
interesting open problem the investigation of conditions on a ring R such 
that the duality theory between reachability and observability for linear 
systems over a field, can be extended to linear systems over a ring R. 
In the present paper a duality theory between reachability and obser- 
vability is developed for systems over non-commutative rings. 
Ching and Wyman (1977) developed a duality theory for discrete-time 
linear systems over rings that is, however, restricted to systems with free 
finitely generated R-modules as input, state and output modules. 
Furthermore, R has to be a commutative Noetherian full quotient ring. 
We use a more general duality theory for decomposable systems (Arbib 
and Manes, 1974; Naud6, 1980) to obtain a duality for systems over 
arbitrary rings. Given rings R and S and a Morita duality between the 
subcategories of reflexive R- and S-modules, the dual of a system with 
reflexive R-modules as input, state and output modules is a system over S. In 
the special case when R = S and RRn defines the Morita duality, the 
subcategory of reflexive R-modules is precisely the subcategory of finitely 
generated R-modules if and only if R is a quasi-Frobenius ring. 
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2. DUALITY FOR DECOMPOSABLE SYSTEMS 
In this section we briefly recall some basic notions about decomposable 
systems (Arbib and Manes, 1974) and state the general duality theorem for 
these systems in the form in which it can be applied to linear systems over 
rings. 
Let d be a category with countable powers and copowers. A system 
dynamics is a pair (Q, F), where Q is an J'-object and F: Q-+ Q an d -  
morphism. A dynamics morphism f :  (Q, F) ~ (Q', F ' )  is an d-morphism f :  
Q ~ Q' such that fF  = F~. 
A decomposable system in 5¢" is a 6-tuple M = (Q, F, L G, H, Y) such that 
(Q, F) is a system dynamics, 1 and Y are d-objects (called the input and 
output objects respectively) and G: I~  Q, H: Q ~ Y are zg'-morphisms. 
By using the universal properties of the countable copower (I s, in~) we can 
define a dynamics z: I s ~ I s by z in s = inj+ 1. Dually, we have the dynamics 
z: Ys ~ Ys, where (Y~,Hj) is a countable power of Y, defined by 
//k~ =//,+,. 
The reachabiHty morphism of M is defined to be the unique dynamics 
morphism r: (I s, z) ~ (Q, F) given by 
rinj = FG,  j = O, 1 ..... 
Similarly, the observability morphism a: (Q, F) -~ (Ys, z) is defined by 
H~a = HF j, j = O, 1 ..... 
Reachability and observability are now defined relative to an image 
factorization system (g~,~/) for ~¢: M is reachable if r E g~, and observable 
if aE~/ .  
To obtain the general duality theorem we assume that we have two 
categories z~¢ and 9 ,  each with countable powers and copowers. Suppose 
.(g~l, Jz'~) and (g~2,~Z42) are image factorization systems for ze" and ~,  respec- 
tively, and let J r  and ~ be full subcategories of J "  and 9 ,  respectively, 
such that ~ and ~ are dual equivalent, i.e., there exist functors J - :  
~°P  ~-W and ~:  ~g¢~op ~j /~ such that ~ o J  -°p~ - i~  and J -o  ~op_  1~. 
and ~ are called categories of "finite objects." 
A decomposable system M = (Q, F, L G, Y, H) in d [3]  is called finite if 
Q, I  and Y are in ~ ' [~] .  The dual system of a finite system M in z~¢'[~'] is 
the finite system J -M = (~-Q, J -F ,  ~-Y, ~.~-H, J - I ,  ~r-G) 
[~M = (~Q, ~F,  ~Y, ~H,  ~/ ,  ~G)]. 
Consider the following conditions on (~1,~)  and (g'2,~¢2). 
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(x) Ife:A-+BE~'l[g2] andA is in ~[~] ,  thenB is in.A~'[~]. 
(y) I fm:A- - ,BC~[ J4 ]  andB is in~P[~] ,  thenA is in ~[~] .  
The following result is proved in Naud~ (t980). 
2.1 THEOREM (Duality for finite systems). Suppose (~1,~¢~) and 
(~e2, J4 )  satisfy (x) and (y) as well as the condition "e C ~'1 if and only if 
o~-e ~ ~2." 
(i) I f  M is a finite system in J ,  then M is reachable [observable] if
and only if J -M  is observable [reachable]. 
(ii) I f  M is a finite system in 9 ,  then M is reachable [observable] if 
and only if rWM is observable [reachable]. | 
3. A CHARACTERIZATION OF MORITA DUALITIES 
In this section we describe the concept of a Morita duality, but first we 
need some basic definitions. Throughout his section, R and S will denote 
arbitrary rings, and w~" and ~s  the categories of left R- and right S- 
modules, respectively. 
Let RUs be a bi-module, and consider the pair of functors: 
j -  = HomR(-- , RUs): e//e'~J/s, 
,~ = Homs(--, RUs):J~s ~ R~Z/. 
For brevity we write ( - ) *  = Horn(-,  RUs) to denote either of these functors. 
For each M in w#" or ~s ,  the evaluation map aM: M-~ M** is defined by 
JaM(m)] y = y(m) (m C M, y E M*). 
A module M is said to be U-reflexive in case a M is an isomorphism. The 
restriction of the functors J and ,T renders the subcategories of U-reflexive 
modules dual equivalent. 
EXAMPLE. Let R = S be a field, and let U= R. In this special case all 
the above definitions ((--)*, evaluation map, etc.) coincide with the usual 
definitions of these concepts for vector spaces. Thus a vector space M is R- 
reflexive (M ~ M**)  if and only if M is finite-dimensional. 
The duality between the category of reflexive R- and reflexive S-modules 
defined by J -  and ,~ is called a Morita duality (or R Us defines a Morita 
duality) if: 
(i) RR and S s are U-reflexive modules; 
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(ii) every submodule and every factor module of a U-reflexive module 
is U-reflexive. 
Clearly the above example of finite-dimensional vector spaces satisfies (i) 
and (ii), giving us an example of a Morita duality. 
The reason for restricting our attention to Morita duality is the following 
result. 
3.1 THEOREM (Anderson and Fullei:, 1974, 24.2). Let RUs define a 
Morita duality and let f:  M1-~ ME be an R homomorphism. Then f is 
epi(mono) if and only if f *  is mono(epi). 1 
The obvious version for S-homomorphisms also holds. 
A natural question to ask is When will the U-reflexive modules be 
precisely the finitely generated modules?, the answer to which would 
strengthen the analogy with the vector space case. In general the answer is 
given by Anderson and Fuller (1974, 24.9). We discuss only the special case 
R=S with RUs=RRR, where RRR defines a duality between finitely 
generated left R-modules and finitely generted right R-modules if and only if 
R is quasi-Frobenius ring (Anderson and Fuller, 1974, p. 286, Ex. 13). 
A quasi-Frobenius ring is a ring R that is Noetherian (i.e., a ring in which 
every strict ascending chain of left or right R-ideals, ... c I ic I i+ 1 ~ ... 
must be finite) and self-injective (i.e., such that every R-homomorphism f :  
I~  R, I a left or right ideal of R, can be extended to an R-homomorphismf: 
R-~ R). 
Since a field has no ideals except {0} and R, it is easily seen to be both 
Noetherian and self-injective, hence quasi-Frobenius. Some further examples 
of quasi-Frobenius rings are all sinple rings and all finite direct sums of 
simple rings (such as fields). Furthermore, for any principal ideal domain R 
and any non-trivial ideal/, R/I  is quasi-Frobenius; for example, Zn = Z/(n) 
and R [x]/(xn), R a field. 
4. DUALITY FOR SYSTEMS OVER RINGS 
As image factorization system for xZ¢" we choose {R-epimorphisms, R-
monomorphisms} and similarly for ~/s. Suppose RUs is a bimodule which 
defines a Morita duality. 
4.1 THEOREM. Let M = (Q, F, L G, Y, H) be a system over the ring R 
(or else S) with Q, I and Y U-reflexive left R-modules (or else right S 
modules). Then M is reachable (or else observable) if and only if M* is 
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observable (or else reachable) where M* = (J-Q, J -F ,  ~Y ,  J -H ,  J - I ,  .TG) 
(or else M* = (~Q, ~F, ~Y,  ,TH, ;WL WG)). 
Proof It follows from the definition of Morita duality that the conditions 
(x) and (y) of Section 2 are satisfied. Furthermore  is an epimorphism if
and only if e* is a monomorphism (3.1). By choosing ~/" the U-reflexive left 
R-modules and J?~ the U-reflexive right S-modules, the result follows directly 
by applying 2.1. II 
We also have the following converse to the above result. Suppose there are 
dual equivalent subcategories ~ and ~ of ~ and ~/s, respectively, for 
which the image factorization systems for cA" and ~z s are as above, and 
conditions (x) and (y) of Section 2 are satisfied. If kR is in ,W' and S s is in 
~'~, then there exists a bimodule gU s such that RUs defines a Morita duality 
between S r and ~?~, and the duality is given by HOmR(--, U) and 
Horns(-, U) (Anderson and Fuller, 1974, 23.5). 
The special case R = S is once more of particular interest. If the bimodule 
RRR defines a Morita duality between the subcategories of R-reflexive left 
and right R-modules, then the duality theory also holds for R-reflexive I, Q 
and Y. If, in addition, R is Artinian (i.e., every descending chain of left or 
right R-ideals, ... ~ I 1 ~Ii+ ~ . . .  must be finit) then the categories of R- 
reflexive left (right) R-modules are precisely the categories of finitely 
generated left(right) R-modules, respectively (Anderson and Fuller, 1974, 
24.8). 
A characterization has been given of the class of rings for which the 
duality theory holds for finitely generated left(right) R-modules I, Q and Y. 
We also mention the converse. If J;/' and ~ are the categories of R-reflexive 
left and R-reflexive right R-modules, respectively, then R R is in ~/and  R R in 
~g~. From conditions (x) and (y) it follows that every submodule and every 
factor module of RR and R R is reflexive, so that RRR defines a Morita duality 
between ~ and ~ via HomR(R-- ,R) and HomR(--R, R). 
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